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This invention relates to tone modulating 
devices, ai particularly to a for of imit 
which constitiites an improveile:ht over any ii. 
vention in United attent for i States a 
cornet mite, No. 1.342,846. 
1920. 
The resent, is vention as 

provision of N. 
will perhnik sects it is 
produced in aliy inorn instrati ent such as cri 
calls, laughter and various other trick stricts 
under ; iii control of tie usician handling 
The investic 

provision { 
{ile tone e ini 
controllied at ti 

the necessity of 
the reed or reeds i 
The inventioi 

provision of a device of the chai 
which is novel, compact as to fo 
many features of Superior herit 
provides a device readily adaptable 
for in of horn instr;linent. 
With the above and other objects in view, 

the invention consists in the provision, forina 
tion, construction, association and relative al 
rangement of parts, members and features, all 
as show in One enb.) diment in the accoil 
panying drawing, described generally, and 
finally pointed out in the claim. 

in the drawing: 
Figure i is an elevation of the improved 

tone nodulating device: 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view, 

on an enlarged scale of the bell portion of a 
horn within which the tone modulating de 
vice is incorporated: 

Figure 3 is a cross sectional view. On an ein 
larged scale, of certain features of the device. 
taken on the line 3-3 of Figure : and 

Figure 4 is a front view of the tone modul 
Jating device. 

Referring with particularity to the draw 
ing, A designates a horn and B the improved 
tone Rodilating device. 
The horn A may be a cornet, a slide trom 

bone () : y other fol'Inn of Wind insteint, in 
which it is desired to modulate or vary the 
quality and quantity of tone emitted from 
Sich wind instrument. 

g the horn A is provided with 
in in the usia beaded (X- 
tone modulating device B 

3 and S of such 

Serial Ro. 38,233, 

inay be formed in cine piece or two pieces, as 
shown in the drawing, and t, 
Spiti or otherwise formed 
and convenience of the inha 
tone): adulating device i 
3 which is belled or cul 
at to the general in a 

tie wind instinent, 
ed to be incorporated, is 
i) at to the civili: l'e O 

it will be act 
f C. : 'C'. 

:- - 
.. at the eeds 

and then 
straight upwardly, as shown at 4 to where it 

Svaged connection as shown at 
5 of Silch device B. 

- ...: 

lay have a 
5, with a second polition 
f 

8, he portion 6 inci tly tapered or 
conical tubin a lenie' 8 Yiich is belied or 
ciolined as silovin at . it will be noted that 
there is a space incided between the parts 
Y device 3 and that the cibanaber 

the between such parts graduail, eiliarges 
from the end zone as 9 of such device i3 p 
wardly to what may be is the ined poi'- 

t tion which Would coil d to the doline 7. 
The purpose of this is to ailow an expansion 
of sound waves during the playing of the 
instrument A. The wall 3 is 'educed in 
diameter as shown at 10 and accommodates 
a sleeve valve 11 upon said reduced portion. 
The sleeve valve includes a sleeve within 
which are transverse perforations or bores 12 
adapted to register when the sleeve valve is 
i'Otated properly with corresponding bores 
transversely placed in the reduced portion 
10-all as shown at 13. The sleeve valve is 
maintained on such reduced portion by 
slightly faring the end of such reduced por 
tion, as shown at 14. An annular fictional 
member 15 is placed upon the sleeve valve be 
neath the openings 12, and the said trictional 
anember 15 is adapted to contact with a por 
tion of the inner wall of the wind instri 
ment, as shown at 16, when it is desired to use 
the device B. It will be noted that the curva 
ture of the waii. 3 is such as to form a space. 
as shown at 17 between the inner surface of 
the flared portion 1 of the instrument A and 
the oute s'iface of the wail 3 of the device 
B. It will also be noted that the done por 
tion 7 extends outwardly from the beil of the 
horn or wind instrument A. As a brace for 
the conical tube S I have provided a lug 18 
between the wall 10 and a portion of the 
tube 8. 

In actual operation I insert the device B 
within the bell of the wind instrument A, 
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pushing the same inwardly to where the fric 
tional member 15 tightly engages the inner 
wall surface which will hold the device B 
spaced from such wall at the Zone marked 17. 
if it is desired to allow a large volume of 
sound to be passed through such tone modu 
lating device, as well as the horn, may cause 
registration of the perforations 12 and 13 by 
graspiing and turning the done portion of the 
device 3 
registration being determined by the quality 
of tone emitted, and it, will be noted that the 
sound will be allowed to pass through the 
annular space included within the tube uki s 

shown at 20 and outwardly from such device 
B, as well as through the perforations and 
the space included between the walls 1 and 3. 
If I wish to nodulate the tone as to volume 
may turn the sleeve waive by rotating the 

device 3 which wii ci O. Of close the perforat 
perforations 13 over the perforation or perfo 
rations 12, or may completely tir: it so that 
none of the perforations i'egister. In this 
connection it is noted that the perforations 
12 or 13 where there is a plurality of the 
same, are spacedly arranged so that there 
may be no registration of any of the perfo 
rations, but all connection with the space 17 
is closed and hence all sound rust pass 
through the space 20. It is further noted 

s 

SO that such perforations legister, 

hembei. 

l,702,561 

that the sound will enter between the parts 
3 and 8 and there in a measure absorbed, re 
flected back by the dome so as to perform a 
Inuiting operation and change the tone quality 
or tone emitted by the wind instrument A. 
This device gives a wide variety of sounds, 

allows the musician to regulate at will the 
volume of such sounds and permit trick play 
ing of a wind instrument. , 

It is obvious that various changes and 
innodifications may be made in practicing the 
investion, in departure f' on the particular 
owing and description given, without de 

parting from the true Spirit of the invention. 
Eaving this disclosed my invention, I 

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent: 
A tone modulating device, comprising a 

bell-shaped outer nember, a tapered inner 
Wali inenber joined to the outer Wail inhein 
be at one end to for in an enlarged done 
sound reflecting chamber; said outer wall 

having a portion of reduced diam 
eter, formed with a perforation, and a sleeve 
provided with a perioration adapted to reg 
ister at times with the perforation of the 
other wall member. - 

in testinoisy whereof. I have signed hy 
inaine to this specification. 

PASQUALE SANTA, EMMA. 
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